Brief: Bideford Black contemporary art
commissions:
opportunities for 8 artists and 1 film maker
image © Peter Ward
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BACKGROUND	
  
Bideford Black - The Next Generation’ is a Burton Art Gallery project produced and curated in association with Flow
Contemporary Arts and Claire Gulliver.
The Burton Art Gallery and Museum in Bideford has secured Arts Council England funding to commission up to 8 artists
and 1 film maker to make new works for the collection and to develop ways of using Bideford Black as a medium or an
inspiration. The film maker is tasked with documenting the project process and outcomes.
Bideford Black is a unique pigment found only in Bideford, Devon, UK. This project connects the heritage of the area with
the tradition of using it as an artist’s material, commissioning and documenting its use by contemporary artists as a way of
developing a greater understanding of this rare material in a contemporary artistic context.
The Burton holds works made with Bideford Black in its collection and the intention is that these contemporary works will
add to the Burton’s historical collection. This aspiration does not preclude performative works or products with less
tangible outcomes – but consideration must be given when writing proposals as to how the work might be documented
1
for the purposes of the collection.
Devon-based artist Peter Ward, who uses Bideford Black in his own work, has shared his research about it online on the
Bideford Black blog:

Running alongside seams of anthracite across North Devon is a black clay-like material that was mined for 200 years
in Bideford for its uses as a strong black pigment. The unique ‘Mineral Black’, or ‘Biddiblack’ as it was known, was
commercially produced for applications in the boat building industry, for colouring rubber products, for camouflage
on tanks in WWII and was even bought by Max Factor for the production of mascara. The mines were closed in 1968
when the production of cheaper oil-based blacks and the depletion of the seam made the operation financially
unviable, but many locals still remember the ‘Paint Mines’ and have tales to tell of using the paint or going into the
now defunct mine shafts.
The Burton Art Gallery and Museum: The Burton Art Gallery and Museum in Bideford is a dynamic and vibrant space,
showing local, national and international artists. With 2 exhibition spaces, a retail area, an education space and a café in
addition to heritage displays and craft gallery. Its permanent collection takes in past local industries including a Slipware
Collection and The Ackland and Edwards Collection. The Burton annually attracts over 150,000 visitors, in 2013/14, 60%
live within 30 minutes, 38% out of the area and 2% live within the southwest.
In the last 5 years the Burton has developed an exemplary exhibition programme, working with a variety of organisations
and individuals including; the Barbican, The V&A, The Royal Academy, Alan Cristea Gallery, Pallant House and in October
2014 is hosting an exhibition of Richard Long’s work as part of Tate's Artists Rooms. The programme also encompasses
local arts organisations such as Bideford and Westward Ho! Art Society, the local community and local schools and artists
represented by the Burton. In May-June 2013, the exhibition Modern Masters in Print from the V&A attracted over 7000
visitors signifying the support from the locale for works of this calibre.
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The Burton reserves the right to decide whether or not the work is accepted for the collection.
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Flow Contemporary Arts: The Burton has appointed Flow Contemporary Arts to deliver these commissions. Flow was
set up by Carolyn Black in 2012 to initiate, develop and deliver visual arts projects that engage with partners from diverse
disciplines for unusual places. Carolyn has a successful record of commissioning artworks that respond to place, devising
and delivering arts projects for organisations and artists on varying scales for numerous contexts.
Carolyn Black is the lead producer for Flow Contemporary Arts and Claire Gulliver is an independent arts consultant.
Together they will curate several new commissions on behalf of the Burton Art Gallery and Museum, using Bideford Black
pigment as a curatorial anchor.

ASSOCIATED	
  ACTIVITIES	
  &	
  PARTNERS	
  
Workshops:
There may be opportunities for artists to work with the Burton to deliver workshops, talks etc. Those opportunities will
provide agreed fees over and above the commissioning fees. The National Trust may also have such opportunities
available.
Partners:
We have offers of support from two excellent potential partners. Professor Ian Cook from Exeter University is a cultural
geographer and runs the commodity arts/activism website followthethings.com. Ian has worked with artists and is
particularly interested in Bideford Black's transformation from geological material to industrial and artistic pigment, and
in ways that the relations between labour, commodities and consumption that it contains can be worked with. If this is of
specific interest to your proposal state that interest in your application.
The National Trust own The Cabin at Bucks Mills, which once belonged to the artists Ackland and Edwards. The Cabin
could be made available for an artist to use as a resource (daytime only) if required. The cabin was the home and studio
of artists Judith Ackland and Mary Stella Edwards. The Ackland and Edwards Collection consists of watercolours,
drawings, and dioramas of local topographical or historical interest, produced by Judith Ackland and Mary Stella Edwards
between 1913 – 1965 and was presented to the Burton Art Gallery and Museum by Mary Stella Edwards.
If either of the above are relevant to your expression of interest, please state that. If you wish to discuss either of these
opportunities further, call Carolyn 07775938500

OUTLINE	
  OF	
  THE	
  ARTISTS	
  &	
  FILM	
  MAKER	
  COMMISSIONS	
  
This is a very exciting opportunity for artists to explore, and respond to, this rich black pigment, and a film maker to
document their journey. The commissioning opportunities vary in value, to allow for flexibility in the range of materials,
methodologies and approaches possible. We also have unique opportunities in terms of access to partners to support
them in their research.
The objectives for the group of commissions as a whole are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To reinterpret the Bideford Black pigment in a contemporary cultural context
To creatively explore and extend the range of possible production processes using Bideford Black
To create a vibrant body of new work with the power to connect at different levels
To captivate, challenge and surprise diverse audiences, including audiences new to Burton Art Gallery

The artist’s outline brief is:
•
•

To create a new and original artwork with, or about, Bideford Black (BB) pigment.
The artwork must reflect research into BB by using, referencing, or responding to the pigment.
We welcome submissions across a diverse range of creative practice from painting, drawing and installation
through film and moving image to socially engaged and site specific practice. This may encompass (but is not
restricted to): painting, drawing, printmaking, sculpture, installation, textiles, ceramics, film and moving image,
performative work, digital and analogue media, sound, inter-disciplinary work, socially-engaged work and
research-based work.

The film maker’s outline brief is:
•
•
•
•
•

To create a moving image work that provides a distinctive and unique record of the commissioning and making
process
To record conversations, artists at work, explorations and outcomes and engage the artists and curators in critical
dialogue, to deepen audience understanding of the project as a whole
To work in an appropriate medium for the Collections purposes – a range of storable mediums may be required
than can be played across platforms
The moving image work may be an artwork too, but it must cover the above requirements in terms of its legacy
and the story it tells
The moving image work will be for public exhibition as well as archive.

Selection Criteria: Artists
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The selection criteria for artists will follow the objectives for the commissions (see above). You are advised to address
these in your Expression of Interest:
Artistic criteria (80% of assessment weighting):
How far do the artists’ track record, creative practice and ideas for this commission demonstrate potential to:
1. Re-interpret Bideford Black in a contemporary cultural context?
2. Creatively explore and extend the range of possible production processes using Bideford Black?
3. Create vibrant new work with the power to connect at different levels?
4. Captivate, challenge and surprise diverse audiences, including audiences new to Burton Art Gallery?
Production and management criteria (10% of assessment weighting):
5. Are the artists’ ideas realistic in the context of the resources available (time, money, space, technical support,
people)?
Personal qualities criteria (10% of assessment weighting):
6. Is the panel confident that the artist is genuinely excited by this specific project?
7. Is the panel confident that the artist will be co-operative and collaborative?
The selection panel will be led by Flow Contemporary Arts alongside a representative from the Burton. The selection
process for the Film maker is slightly different and is outlined later in this document.
Ensuring a balanced range of commissions:
The expressions of interest that most strongly meet the selection criteria above will then be considered in the context of
the group of commissions as whole. This is to ensure that the selected artists and their proposals together form a diverse
and balanced portfolio of projects.
Subject to meeting quality criteria, we aim to select:
• artists across a range of career levels, from established to emerging
• artists that collectively represent a diverse range of creative practices.
Selection for the 8 artist commissions will be made on the basis of the expression of interest. We may contact you prior to
making the selection to discuss your EOI informally.
Selection for the film maker will be by shortlisting to two then interview. A small fee is available to cover interview costs.
See key dates below.
Following selection contracts will commence on or before a site visit to Bideford to learn more about the material, and
take some away with them to explore. The site visit will be an opportunity to meet each other, the team and partners.
Lunch will be provided. (Note: this is day one of the commission so no fees or travel will be payable).
There will then be a period of 4 weeks during which the artists can experiment with the pigment and refine their proposal
for a work, having had a chance to explore the material qualities of the pigment. At the end of that period, we request a
more informed outline proposal for discussion and approval from the artists.
The film maker will be required to provide a conceptual framework and timeline for the moving image work at this outline
proposal stage.
The commission period for research and production runs for approximately 7 months, so we anticipate we will expect a
final proposal by the end of June 2015 at the latest in readiness for production, in time for the exhibition opening in
September 2015. At both the outline and the final proposal stage we reserve the right not to take forward any of the 8
proposals if we feel for any reason it is not viable in the context of this particular project.
Artist Fees:
The 8 artist commissions available are at fixed sums, to include fees travel, materials, expenses and all other costs. We
encourage you to think carefully about which sum you apply for. You may put in a proposal for one or more, even all, of
the bands, but be realistic – you know your practice and will be expected to deliver within the fee.
OPP BAND

VALUE

A

1 artist @ £5000

B

1 artist @ £4000

C

1 artist @ £3000

D

5 artists @ £2000

HOW TO APPLY (artist commissions)
We anticipate a high number of applications and are aware that few people will have encountered Bideford Black
pigment before. Because of this, we initially request a simple expression of interest. We can’t guarantee you will be
3

awarded the fee band you hope for, we will need to take into account the selection as a body of curated work which
represents the diversity of the applications and the response to the medium.
The expression of interest must include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to two sides of A4. In your expression of interest you should succinctly outline how your track record, creative
practice and ideas for this commission meet the selection criteria. (Please follow the selection criteria above)
Your contact details
CV – no longer than 2 sides of A4
Up to four images, URLs links to other media documentation of your work
Which fee band/s you are applying for, indicating breakdown of fees, material and travel
An indication of whether or not you have an interest in the National Trust or the Exeter University opportunities
(see below)

THE	
  FILM	
  MAKER	
  COMMISSION	
  
The film maker will be required to creatively document the artists journey in moving image, from the initial site-visit
through to the production of the final artworks. This is an opportunity for a film maker to create a valuable documentation
of the project that will also become part of the Collection. We are open to how the film manifests itself.
Film maker fees:
The timeline aligns with that of the artist commissions. The film maker will be required to attend the site-visit on 7th
October to meet the artists and document that day as part of their contract. The budget for the film–maker is:
Film maker fees

Value

Fee x 2 invited to attend selection meeting
Fixed fee for commission

£200
£6,500

The total fee £6,500 will cover all aspects of the film production and completion:
•
•
•

10.5 days editing finishing film at £200 per day - contract
2 days filming with each artist – contract
Expenses @£150 per artist - contract

HOW TO APPLY film maker commission
We initially request a simple expression of interest. The expression of interest must include:
•
•
•
•
•

Expression of interest – up to two sides of A4. In your expression of interest you should succinctly outline how
your track record, moving image practice and ideas for this commission meet the needs of the project
Your contact details
CV – no longer than 2 sides of A4
Up to four images, URLs links to other media documentation of your work
If you have films in formats that are not available online, post them to Carolyn Black, Flow Contemporary Arts, 3
Severn Street, Newnham on Severn, Gloucestershire GL14 1BA to arrive by the deadline below.

Two applicants will be shortlisted and interviewed for the post.
APPLICATION DEADLINE – artists and film maker:
Email Expression of Interest document/s as a .doc or a .pdf file/s (max size 8mb) to Carolyn Black at
th
Carolyn@flowprojects.org.uk by 12 noon on Friday 29 August 2014
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DATES	
  &	
  DEADLINES	
  
ACTION

DATE

PAYMENT

Submission of expression of interest – artists
and film makers

12 noon Friday 29 August 2014

Notification of interview (film makers)

No later than Friday 5 September 2014

Interviews for film makers

17th September 2014 pm

Notification of selection - artists and film makers

No later than 5pm Friday 12 September 2014
nd
(Artists); 22 September (Film maker)

Exchange of contracts, work begins with site
visit

Prior to Tuesday 7 October 2014

Date of site visit

Tuesday 7 October 2014

Deadline for submission of outline proposal

Monday 27 October 2014

Approval of outline proposal

Monday 3 November 2014

20% of commission
fee

*Approval of final proposal for production

June 2015

20% of commission
fee

*Completion of final work

End August 2015

20% of commission
fee

*Exhibition at the Burton opens

September 2015 - ends Jan 2016

20% of commission
fee at end of
exhibition &
evaluation
completed – April
2016 at the latest

th

th

£150 each
th

th

20% of commission
fee

th

th

rd

*These dates will be confirmed in due course.
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Supported using public funding by the National Lottery through Arts Council England

Project managed by Flow Contemporary Arts in collaboration with Claire Gulliver
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